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1: Semester Aboard by Elizabeth Kirke | Airicka Phoenix
Elizabeth Kirke's Semester Aboard is a fun and exhilarating paranormal tale that includes elementals, mermaids,
werewolves, witches, wizards, and vampires. I truly enjoyed this fantastical book and fell deeply in love with the
characters.

The narrator brought the story to life! The author weaves a mysterious and magical tale taking place on a ship
as Jen travels on a cruise ship acting as a college campus for a semester of study abroad. I thought it was
beautifully written and am definitely wanting to hear more in the series! I was given this free review copy
audiobook at my request and have voluntarily left this review. Elizabeth Kirke creates a magical, modern
world that I lost myself in. Her characters are well defined and very complex. Kirke paints a spectacular
picture in each port stop. It was so easy to lose myself within the pages. Listening to Starla Huchton bring it to
life for me again was well, magical. Huchton infuses her passion and intensity into this story. When Jen and
her new friends are confronted by a creature on the boat and a fight ensues, I was right there on the ship deck
with them feeling every punch, snarl, and bite. As debut novels go, Semester Aboard is a flawless adventure
into a mysterious, magical world. I highly recommend the series and the audiobook. First off this is one of my
favorite authors now, I stumbled onto her by accident at I Love Vampire Books. Huchton does a great job
reading. It took me an hour or so to get used to hearing her instead of the voices in my head: I notice I also
catch more details when I hear a book then when I read it to myself, because when I read it, I race through
sections where it is exciting just to get to the next detail Thanks for getting this out on audio!!!! Elizabeth
Kirke takes the elements, makes them human and recrafts myth to weave a story that had my running to
recharge my batteries to listen long past the time when I should head to bed. As a self-confessed nerd who
dearly loved her Semester Abroad studies, what could make them even more exciting but the thought of
adding expansive travels on top of cultural immersion? Somehow, we get the idea fairly quickly that their
experiences were vastly different as Jen is introduced into a world of Magics - where Vampires, Werewolves
and Mermaids really exist and there are bad and scary things that have to be fought off to ensure the safety of
humankind. Young Adult stories that have that "Scooby Gang" vibe as absolutely my favorites. I love the
clash and play of characters, witty banter, crushes and epic action-adventure. To say that this story had some
world-building issues is valid but there was a lot going on - lots of characters introduced very quickly and with
more questions than answers for significant portions of the book. Once it started to gel, however, it was on fire
- quite literally, as Jen chose fire for her first magic spells. Kirke does a wonderful job separating them out
into vignettes to allow dialogue to help build the story after the midway point which does much to elevate the
pace and invest the reader more deeply in all the happenings. The bad guys are terrifying, with plot twists and
surprises that had me actually pulling off the road while driving because I was so entranced in one
action-packed fight scene. The semester does end and leaves the reader with a little let down, as all travelers
have experienced when taking a grand adventure, because there is always a desire for "just a little bit more"
but knowing that there is more out there is enough to sustain you until that time. Starla Huchton does an
outstanding job narrating this novel - pulling out accents and keeping the story pace and flow moving quite
nicely. There are readers that I find I need to speed up the narration on, particularly for stories over 10 hrs, but
I kept this right en pointe as it was quite possibly perfect for the story just as it was. I will definitely be looking
for her in additional listening opportunities. You know how they say that books are like a door to another
realm? Well, this is the case with this book. The characters are all interesting, not only for their abilities but
also as individuals. One is funny, another is more serious, we have a relationship that has been going on for
some time, we have a relationship forming. We have friendship that builds surely, but gets stronger by the
page. I love their interaction and the dialogue is very interesting and funny at times. Another interesting fact is
that, while we have a world of magic unfolding before us, we have a group of students aboard a ship, on sea,
traveling from place to place and studying. So while we get to see that on board, we see a lot of the outside
world. The descriptions are fantastic and I felt a part of their trips and explorations. While I had the advantage
to listen to the audiobook, this is still a 14h audio. But the narrator did a wonderful job in my opinion. The
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way she acts each character helped me experience their emotions better and made me even more addicted to
this novel. All in all, Elizabeth Kirke has created something that I love and I want so much more! I cannot
wait to read more of this world and follow up on the characters. I received this audiobook as part of my
participation in a blog tour with Audiobookworm Promotions. The tour is being sponsored by Elizabeth Kirke.
The gifting of this audiobook did not affect my opinion of it. Jennifer is having the time of her life spending a
whole Semester aboard a ship sailing down the South American Coastline stopping for trips and excursion as
well as taking classes to keep up with their syllabus. To keep Jennifer from saying anything that tell her all
will be explained at the next port. So for next couple of days she followed and becomes friendly with the most
fascinating group on the boat. No one is more surprised than Jen to find she is a witch. So Thomas starts
training her, Jen is over the moon. Unfortunately as this is a first in a series there is a lot of magic world
building. This is a fun paranormal adventure on board ship with great locations. The narration was excellent
with all the voices that had to be done. Overall 5 out of 5 stars Performance.
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2: Semester Aboard () READ ONLINE FREE book by Elizabeth Kirke in EPUB,TXT.
Elizabeth Kirke weaves a story about a variety of mythical beings in Semester Aboard and shows where they clash,
where they work together well, where they need each other, and how there is no clear line between which kind of being
is good and which not.

Its like a modern day college age Harry Potter, with out the Hogwarts, lol. Its got action and suspense around
every corner. You think we hit the climax of the story, to have something else happen. It keeps you on the
edge of your seat the whole way. I LOVE how it takes place over a long summer voyage on a cruise ship,
which is like a floating school. The whole idea of spending a whole semester aboard a cruise ship is great, and
going to all those places is so cool. The detail of the trips are great, I felt like I was really there. The character
building was great. I came to really, truly care for them. I also like how the love interest for Jen takes a long
time to develop, really getting to know each other, and there is not love triangle craziness going on, its pure
magic excitement. She does not know anything of the world of magic, and when she sees something that
should not be possible, she learns soon after that she belongs to the magic world too, its shocking and
unimaginable. He is always game for a practical joke and loves to give everyone a hard time, but he holds
many secrets, I really love Dani too He was really tall, with short hair, and tan, olive skin. His hair had looked
black on the bus, but once I saw it in the sun I was pretty sure that he dyed it midnight blue. And he was
drop-dead gorgeous with a personality to match. He was incredibly friendly and outgoing. It was fascinating
and so strange to watch. Mariana Is lovely, here is a quote of her description, she is a mermaid I turned to see
a girl striding down the hall toward us. She was tall with thick, wavy blonde hair that looked like it had green
streaks in it. She had a figure that women paid thousands for and eyes so blue they probably made mine look
gray. I noticed that she had on a t-shirt that said Marlins Swim Team, which explained her green hair. She was
probably a great swimmer; she definitely had the body for it. He is flaming in more than one way. I was pretty
sure he could pull off the natural redhead look, but I could see streaks where the red dye, which was a bit too
bright to be natural, had faded to orange and blonde. It gave his head an almost flaming appearance, which, I
had a feeling applied to more than just his hair. Another part about his eyes: As he spoke something weird
happened. His eyes, which were a very reddish-brown, seemed to change. It must have been the rain or the
lights or something, but bright reds and oranges flared in his eyes, almost like flames. Human during the day,
a wolf at night when he wants to be. TS is loyal and caring when it comes to his friends. He had shaggy, dark
brown hair and a fairly large nose. I noticed that the very tip of his tongue poked oddly out of the corner of his
mouth when he did. He and TS are as close as brothersâ€¦closer even. He is a brooding, deep character, and it
takes longer to know what kind of magic, so will not tell you, its a complicated history with him Thomas
stepped closer and more into the light, allowing me to finally get a good look at him. He was a few inches
taller than me and pretty thin. The rain had plastered his bangs across his forehead and over one eye. It struck
me as a sort of emo haircut. His cheeks were a bit hollow and he looked like he might have been a bit seasick.
He was wearing a retro looking band t-shirt and I stifled a groan; he probably was one of those emo kids. And
another Part here He looked a lot different in the light than he had last night. His eyes were somewhere
between gray and green, but the color was muted, almost dull. Now that it was dry I could see that his hair was
almost as light brown as mine and, without the rain matting it down, it was a totally different style, not at all
emo like I had thought. His bangs fell almost neatly across his forehead, not quite long enough to be in his
eyes, and it was slightly longer in back. I hated to admit it, but now that I could see him in better light he was
cute. Jon He adopted Thomas after a terrible accident left him without family. Here is a cool quote when she is
talking to Dani about the strange things his eyes do, she still is unaware of the magic world at this part: That
got his attention. Now he was definitely curious. He almost looked surprised. What do you mean? The colors
sort of, I dunno, splash around. Then the touch of the deep blue I had started to associate with angry splashed
in his eyes. Your eyes really do that! They felt real to me, and not forced. The characters that are in love have
been together for a really, really long time. The relationship Jen wants happens very slowlyâ€¦if at all. I highly
recommend this book, anyone who loved Harry Potter, will love this, anyone who likes magic,and other
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supernaturals will love this. Its a story that is told in such a believable way too. I really look forward to the
next book. Here is some more favorite parts this is where she is told of the magic world, and gets some proof I
looked up and froze. Thomas and Dani were still sitting on the bed and half on them â€” half off the bed, was
a wolf. At least it looked like one. I had seen wolves in the zoo before, but this was nothing like them. How
could I possibly just run away and leave him here to die? And then he pulled me closer and kissed me. For a
moment my brain screeched to a halt. This was the wrong time, the worst possible time, for a kiss. The guy I
had been trying to keep from developing a huge crush on was kissing me and we were both about to die. I
received a complimentary copy of this ebook from the author for my honest review. Summary Jen is looking
forward to spending an entire summer studying abroad on a cruise ship and she knows the experience will
change her life. Jen finds herself thrust into a world she never knew existed and her life will change more than
she imagined. That is, if she can survive the dangers lurking on the ship.
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3: Semester Aboard Audiobook | Elizabeth Kirke | www.enganchecubano.com
Elizabeth Kirke takes the elements, makes them human and recrafts myth to weave a story that had my running to
recharge my batteries to listen long past the time when I should head to bed. Semester Aboard's title intrigued me.

Semester Aboard by Elizabeth Kirke Author: July 4, Genre: Young Adult; Fantasy Jen Maddox is a few days
into her summer study-abroad program and has loved every moment on her cruise ship turned college campus.
Everyone tells her the experience will change her life, but none of them realize just how right they really are.
One night, Jen goes out on deck and encounters five other students. Jen would have thought that it was all a
dream if not for the fact that Charlie, Dani, Mariana, TS, and Thomas are making every effort to cover it up.
When she does, her life really does change. Suddenly, everyone on board is threatened by a creature that Jen
never even believed existed. Jen and her new friends might be the only people who can stop it! Now Jen has to
learn everything she can about her new world before it kills her. And maybe everyone on the entire ship.
Elizabeth Kirke lives with her husband, two young sons, a hound-mix, and two turtles. She wanted to be an
author before she even knew what an author was. She used to say that she wanted to be an artist, but that was
only because she was too young to write and had to tell stories with pictures instead. While doing just that one
day, she realized that it would probably be the coolest-thing-ever if she caught a complete stranger reading one
of her books. She has read both character parts and main narration for authors such as Tee Morris, Philippa
Ballantine, and Lindsay Buroker, and her work spans across both fiction and non-fiction in multiple genres.
Never in a million years. When I originally wrote the book I was actually posting it, chapter by chapter, in the
Original Works section of a fanfiction website! Back then, ebooks were hardly even a thing. Merely
publishing Semester Aboard was a pipe dream and having an audiobook never even crossed my mind. I hardly
even expected to be where I am now, with three plus a short story collection books in the series and three more
on the way. How did you select your narrator? Starla and I were already Facebook friends thanks to the
networking power of the author world. We actually sort-of worked together before, when she made a wand for
me. Actually, she made the top half of a wand to fit onto the bottom half of my existing one. The top broke off
and I buried it with my beloved cat, but hated to have a broken wand just sitting around. Anyway, I posted on
Facebook asking my friends if they know any narrators and briefly described what I was looking for. Starla
replied and sent a link to books she had already done. I knew she was the perfect fit right away, and the rest is
history! How closely did you work with your narrator before and during the recording process? Did you give
them any pronunciation tips or special insight into the characters? I gave Starla an absurdly detailed document
with pronunciation, bios, and even descriptions and pictures. It was probably above and beyond what she
needed, but since she brought it to life, it was worth it! We chatted back and forth a lot for the first couple of
chapters, but after she had the characters down I just let her do her thing! Were there any real life inspirations
behind your writing? I was part of the Semester at Sea program back in college. I spent a summer on a cruise
ship, operated at the time by the University of Virginia. I strongly encourage college students to do it! That
experience inspired this book, in which the main character is a student in the same program. As she navigates
magic and vampires, her voyage takes her to the same ports that I visited. While a lot more magic is thrown in,
the characters do have many of the same experiences in different countries and on the ship that I did. In your
opinion, what are the pros and cons of writing a stand-alone novel vs. I think each pro and con play off each
other. A con of plotting a series is that you need to plot out multiple books, and come up with character
development and arcs that span more than one book. So, the pro of a stand-alone is that you can wrap it all up
with a bow. However, it could also reverse! A con of a stand-alone is that you have to keep everything
succinct enough to be contained in one book, but exciting enough to keep readers interested. Likewise, a pro
of a series is that you can get really in-depth and intricate, and you have room to grow. I think it all depends
on your strengths and weaknesses as a writer. Is there a particular part of this story that you feel is more
resonating in the audiobook performance than in the book format? As you just read, they were based on my
real experiences, so I think I got a bit too wordy and nostalgic as I describe them. I think it really picks up the
dragging parts. She also adds a wonderful sense of urgency to the fight scenes! If you had the power to time
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travel, would you use it? If yes, when and where would you go? I would head straight to and visit George
Washington. I worked for several years as a historical interpreter on his estate and would love to pop in and
see it in its prime. Not to mention catch some time alone with the General to talk to him. Ugh, people will
complain about anything for the sake of taking enjoyment away from someone else. First, there are numerous
medical reasons to listen to audiobooks, and that alone should be worth something. Vision impairment,
arthritis, dyslexiaâ€¦The list goes on. That should be enough. We should be rallying against people who want
to censor or limit access to books, not people making them more accessible. Upon arrival, they discover that
she was a rune-caster, and was in charge of breaking the curses cast upon all of the antiques in her shop. One
of the sisters gets cursed, so they have to learn how to cast runes to save her. This one is a paranormal cozy
mystery series.
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4: Elizabeth Kirke (Author of Semester Aboard ()) at BooksMinority
Jen Maddox is a few days into her summer study-abroad program and has loved every moment on her cruise ship
turned college campus. Everyone tells her the experience will change her life, but none of them realize just how right
they really are.

Its like a modern day college age Harry Potter, with out the Hogwarts, lol. Its got action and suspense around
every corner. You think we hit the climax of the story, to have something else happen. It keeps you on the
edge of your seat the whole way. I LOVE how it takes place over a long summer voyage on a cruise ship,
which is like a floating school. The whole idea of spending a whole semester aboard a cruise ship is great, and
going to all those places is so cool. The detail of the trips are great, I felt like I was really there. The character
building was great. I came to really, truly care for them. I also like how the love interest for Jen takes a long
time to develop, really getting to know each other, and there is not love triangle craziness going on, its pure
magic excitement. She does not know anything of the world of magic, and when she sees something that
should not be possible, she learns soon after that she belongs to the magic world too, its shocking and
unimaginable. He is always game for a practical joke and loves to give everyone a hard time, but he holds
many secrets, I really love Dani too He was really tall, with short hair, and tan, olive skin. His hair had looked
black on the bus, but once I saw it in the sun I was pretty sure that he dyed it midnight blue. And he was
drop-dead gorgeous with a personality to match. He was incredibly friendly and outgoing. It was fascinating
and so strange to watch. Mariana Is lovely, here is a quote of her description, she is a mermaid I turned to see
a girl striding down the hall toward us. She was tall with thick, wavy blonde hair that looked like it had green
streaks in it. She had a figure that women paid thousands for and eyes so blue they probably made mine look
gray. I noticed that she had on a t-shirt that said Marlins Swim Team, which explained her green hair. She was
probably a great swimmer; she definitely had the body for it. He is flaming in more than one way. I was pretty
sure he could pull off the natural redhead look, but I could see streaks where the red dye, which was a bit too
bright to be natural, had faded to orange and blonde. It gave his head an almost flaming appearance, which, I
had a feeling applied to more than just his hair. Another part about his eyes: As he spoke something weird
happened. His eyes, which were a very reddish-brown, seemed to change. It must have been the rain or the
lights or something, but bright reds and oranges flared in his eyes, almost like flames. Human during the day,
a wolf at night when he wants to be. TS is loyal and caring when it comes to his friends. He had shaggy, dark
brown hair and a fairly large nose. I noticed that the very tip of his tongue poked oddly out of the corner of his
mouth when he did. He and TS are as close as brothersâ€¦closer even. He is a brooding, deep character, and it
takes longer to know what kind of magic, so will not tell you, its a complicated history with him Thomas
stepped closer and more into the light, allowing me to finally get a good look at him. He was a few inches
taller than me and pretty thin. The rain had plastered his bangs across his forehead and over one eye. It struck
me as a sort of emo haircut. His cheeks were a bit hollow and he looked like he might have been a bit seasick.
He was wearing a retro looking band t-shirt and I stifled a groan; he probably was one of those emo kids. And
another Part here He looked a lot different in the light than he had last night. His eyes were somewhere
between gray and green, but the color was muted, almost dull. Now that it was dry I could see that his hair was
almost as light brown as mine and, without the rain matting it down, it was a totally different style, not at all
emo like I had thought. His bangs fell almost neatly across his forehead, not quite long enough to be in his
eyes, and it was slightly longer in back. I hated to admit it, but now that I could see him in better light he was
cute. Jon He adopted Thomas after a terrible accident left him without family. Here is a cool quote when she is
talking to Dani about the strange things his eyes do, she still is unaware of the magic world at this part: That
got his attention. Now he was definitely curious. He almost looked surprised. What do you mean? The colors
sort of, I dunno, splash around. Then the touch of the deep blue I had started to associate with angry splashed
in his eyes. Your eyes really do that! They felt real to me, and not forced. The characters that are in love have
been together for a really, really long time. The relationship Jen wants happens very slowlyâ€¦if at all. I highly
recommend this book, anyone who loved Harry Potter, will love this, anyone who likes magic,and other
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supernaturals will love this. Its a story that is told in such a believable way too. I really look forward to the
next book. Here is some more favorite parts this is where she is told of the magic world, and gets some proof I
looked up and froze. Thomas and Dani were still sitting on the bed and half on them â€” half off the bed, was
a wolf. At least it looked like one. I had seen wolves in the zoo before, but this was nothing like them. How
could I possibly just run away and leave him here to die? And then he pulled me closer and kissed me. For a
moment my brain screeched to a halt. This was the wrong time, the worst possible time, for a kiss. The guy I
had been trying to keep from developing a huge crush on was kissing me and we were both about to die. I
received a complimentary copy of this ebook from the author for my honest review. Summary Jen is looking
forward to spending an entire summer studying abroad on a cruise ship and she knows the experience will
change her life. Jen finds herself thrust into a world she never knew existed and her life will change more than
she imagined. That is, if she can survive the dangers lurking on the ship. ConciseReviews Aug 15, This was a
fun ride from beginning to end, and one of those books that puts together a wide variety of magical creatures
in one book. The book starts off with Jen going on a semester aboard a ship, where they visit various different
countries and basically immerse the students in local culture. All is going as planned until one night she sees a
girl push a guy off the ship, and shocker of all shocker, no one does anything to help the guy. She quickly
catches on that something more is going on her, and she spends the next few days trying to figure out what is
wrong with this group of people she happened to stumble upon. As it would turn out everyone in the group is
some form of "magic" or magical creature , and the reason why Jen notices the differences of the magics from
the non-magics is because Jen is a magic too. This all makes for a lot of information in a not a lot of time. It
was confusing for Jen and in parts a little confusing for me as a reader too. I think that is largely in part to the
fact that the group is semi-big and explaining all of the details of each of these different creatures abilities is
difficult. Thankfully you start to catch on after a couple of chapters. I really like the wide variety of people and
abilities in this book, it makes it a lot more interesting in my opinion, and in the down time, when Jen is just
hanging out with the group, she asks a lot of questions. It keeps the reader still interested in the people and in
the book itself without requiring there be all action all the time. I actually looked around a little bit online to
see if I could find out, but alas, no luck. I think this would make a great YA book, for the older crowd of YA.
That being said I still it makes for a good fun read for the average adult urban fantasy reader. The characters
were fun to get to know, and all had very distinctive personalities. I think if I had to pick a favorite it would be
TS, the resident werewolf. He just has such a great friendly personality, and I feel like he brought a lot of
comfort to the main character Jen throughout the book. Charlie was also a fun character, as a fire elemental, he
has strong emotions, and is fierce when protecting the ones he loves. While I did like the secondary characters,
I think Kirke did a good job with Jen. She was completely naive to magic when this whole journey started, but
she never acted dumb. I think it is going to be a fun ride watching Jen learn magic throughout the book.
Overall, I think this is a fun read. It does have some series subject matter with some violence , but generally
speaking its a relaxing fun read. I could easily see myself curls up on the sofa on a rainy day with this book,
the perfect escape.

5: Semester Aboard (More than Magic Book 1) eBook: Elizabeth Kirke: www.enganchecubano.com: Kindle
Elizabeth Kirke lives with her husband, two young sons, a hound-mix, and two turtles. She wanted to be an author
before she even knew what an author was. She used to say that she wanted to be an artist, but that was only because
she was too young to write and had to tell stories with pictures instead.

6: Elizabeth Kirke (Author of Semester Aboard)
By Jess the Audiobookworm August 10, September 19, Elizabeth Kirke, Fantasy, Starla Hutchon, YA Audiobookworm
Promotions is organizing an audiobook blog tour for Semester Aboard, a Young Adult Fantasy novel from Author
Elizabeth Kirke.
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7: Semester Aboard (More than Magic, #1) by Elizabeth Kirke
Semester Aboard (More than Magic) (Volume 1) [Elizabeth Kirke] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Jen Maddox is a few days into her summer study abroad program and has loved every moment on her
cruise-ship-turned-college-campus.

8: A Semester Aboard by Elizabeth Kirke - FictionDB
Semester Aboard by Elizabeth Kirke September 24 December 19 Airicka Phoenix Sadistic Author Diaries Jen is looking
forward to spending an entire summer studying abroad on a cruise ship and she knows the experience will change her
life.

9: Review - "Semester Aboard" by Elizabeth Kirke | Charles' Book Nook
Elizabeth Kirke wanted to be an author before she even knew what an author was. She used to say that she wanted to
be an artist, but that was only because she was too young to write and had to tell stories with pictures instead.
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